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INCIDENT SYNOPSIS 

On July 17, 2004 at approximately 3:45 PM during a routine flight, the helium filled observation 
balloon operating at the Baltimore Children’s Museum, Inc., was subjected to extreme wind 
bursts.  The balloon was forced out of its normal trajectory (northeast) and the balloon’s 
passenger platform (gondola) was pushed almost due north to an acute angle causing it to strike 
an adjacent building resulting in four of the sixteen passengers requesting medical evaluation. 

The wind bursts exerted increased tension on the winch mechanism (see page 9), which tripped 
an over-speed safety device, shutting the winch system down and applying the main drum brake. 
It took operators approximately 90 minutes after the initial alarm and shutdown to recover the 
balloon.  

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

OWNER INFORMATION 

Sky High of Maryland, LLC (Sky High) was the original owner and operator of the “Hi Flyer” a 
tethered, helium filled observation balloon. In 2001, Sky High began operations of the “Hi 
Flyer” in conjunction with the Baltimore Children’s Museum, Inc.  Balloon Over Baltimore, Inc. 
acquired the “Hi Flyer” on December 31, 2003, and it is still operated in conjunction with 
Baltimore Children’s Museum, Inc. at Port Discovery.  

MANUFACTURER INFORMATION 

Lindstrand Technologies Ltd. (Lindstrand) is the manufacturer of the “Hi Flyer”.  Lindstrand, 
based in England, is run by Per Lindstrand, the man who holds the world balloon altitude record 
and became famous for his flights with Richard Branson. The Lindstrand team has been building 
lighter than air vehicles on the same site for almost 21 years.  The Lindstrand “Hi Flyer” can 
carry up to 30 passengers to heights of 500 feet. “Hi Flyers” have operated at sites in Sweden, 
Spain, England, Zimbabwe, and the United States.  Lindstrand reports that “Hi Flyers” have 
carried millions of passengers. 

HISTORY OF BALTIMORE OPERATION 

During the planning phase of the “Hi Flyer” installation, Lee Raskin, of Sky High who was 
working with the Baltimore Development Corporation (BDC), realized that the City of Baltimore 
did not have regulatory authority over amusement rides.  After further inquiry, Raskin 
determined that the Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation (DLLR) has regulatory 
oversight of amusement attractions operating in Maryland.  Sky High notified DLLR of its intent 
to operate an amusement attraction and submitted specific information relative to the ride, along 
with the manufacturer’s literature.  Due to the fact that the “Hi Flyer” could be penetrating 500 
feet into airspace, Sky High also notified the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) of its intent 
to operate.  DLLR was responsible for compliance with the Maryland Amusement Ride Safety 
Law while aviation safety issues were to be addressed by the FAA.  
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In a July 3, 2001 letter to Raskin, the FAA acknowledged the proposed operation of the tethered 
balloon, and its close proximity to a police heliport and outlined conditions for its operation. 
(Appendix B). As one of the FAA’s operating conditions, Sky High and the Baltimore City 
Police Department (BCPD) had to jointly develop operating and notification procedures.  The 
outcome of this requirement was a July 13, 2001 Memorandum of Understanding (hereinafter 
referred to as the July 13, 2001 MOU, Appendix C) between Sky High, the Baltimore Children’s 
Museum, Inc., and the BCPD.  DLLR was not a party to this agreement. The July 13, 2001 MOU 
detailed the procedures by and between the BCPD and Sky High.  

During planning of the “Hi Flyer” system project, DLLR Inspectors verified that construction 
and operating parameters were approved by an independent registered professional engineering 
firm and that the site met design specifications and manufacturer’s operational parameters.  

Inspectors from DLLR evaluated all equipment to ensure manufacturer’s approval and 
specification compliance. Site construction activity, including equipment assembly, were also 
monitored.  Working with Sky High and the manufacturer, safe working parameters were 
defined. The location of nearby buildings and other physical structures as well as prevailing wind 
direction were considered. Engineers and manufacturer’s representatives inspected the ride and 
its installation and determined that it was compliant with the manufacturer’s design and 
operational criteria.  All equipment and operations were found to be consistent with the 
requirements of Lindstrand and on July 17, 2001 DLLR issued a  “Certificate of Inspection” for 
operation. 
 
 Since the initial inspection, operators have conducted over 7,380 flights without a reported 
incident.  
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SITE DESCRIPTION 

The “Hi Flyer” balloon is located in an area adjacent to and north of Baltimore Children’s 
Museum, Inc. in downtown Baltimore. (North of the star pictured below) East Baltimore, North 
President, and Water Streets border the “Hi Flyer”. 
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As part of the site planning, Lindstrand required that the site be clear of buildings, trees, and 
other surface obstructions within an 82 ft (25m) radius of the landing platform.  A 70-degree 
obstruction free “cone of airspace” must be provided to accommodate the flight envelope of the 
balloon. The site where the balloon operated adjacent to Baltimore Children’s Museum, Inc. is 
compliant with the manufacturer’s recommendations. (See Appendix H)  

 

Figure 1: Site Planning -70 degree cone of airspace 
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SITE OPERATIONS PERSONNEL 

Mark Rosenberg - General Manager – Supervising Balloon Operator 
Level 1 training certificate dated June, 2001 
Level 2 training certificate dated June, 2001 
Rosenberg was the Trained Operator on duty at the time of the incident.  Rosenberg was 
operating the balloon from the operating station positioned at the landing platform 
outside of the machine room. 

Matt Lidinsky – Supervising Balloon Operator 
Level 1 training certificate dated July, 2001 
Level 2 training certificate dated December, 2001 
Lidinsky was the Trained Operator that performed the preflight inspections and test flight 
on July 17, 2004. 

Benjamin Schmitz - Attendant 
No training certificate on file. 
Schmitz assists in mooring operations, customer service, and narration presentation while 
aloft. 

Christopher Gorman - Attendant 
No training certificate on file. 
Gorman assists in mooring operations, customer service, and narration presentation while 
aloft. 

Chris Yeazel - Attendant 
No training certificate on file. 
Yeazel assists in mooring operations, customer service, and narration presentation while 
aloft. 

TRAINING 

Rosenberg is a Level 2, Trained Operator. He received his training from John Ackroyd, a 
Lindstrand representative.  Lidinsky is a Level 2, Trained Operator. He received his training 
from Rosenberg.  According to Lindstrand, only Level 2 Trained Operators are qualified to 
operate the “Hi Flyer”.   

Level 2 Trained Operators receive training in the following subjects: 
• “Hi Flyer” configuration function and terminology  
• Tethered helium balloon theory and principles, wind speed, free-lift, and passenger 

payload calculations 
• Control panel monitoring and log keeping 
• Test ride data and defect recording 
• Emergency recovery procedures 
• Balloon mooring and unmooring 
• Balloon operating procedures 
• Emergency generator operating procedures 
• Passenger handling, distribution, and information 
• Weather forecasting and awareness  
• Inspection and maintenance procedures 
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Lindstrand’s Training Manual, Section 5.1.2 Weather, states the following:  

It is the responsibility of all operators to be fully aware of the predicted weather 
conditions and it’s [sic] affect on the operation of the “Hi Flyer”.  A basic course in 
meteorology is strongly recommended for all operators.  It must be noted that a 
weather forecast is only a scientific prediction. All operators should have a basic 
knowledge of meteorology and be able to spot changing weather patterns and make 
amendments to the flight plan.  Forecasts are by nature not always accurate and it is 
important that any conditions encountered that do not match the predicted pattern are 
reported immediately to the supervisor. 

The recovery systems are tested as part of the Annual Airworthiness Inspection performed by 
Lindstrand. Balloon operators review the recovery procedures each year but do not perform an 
actual recovery exercise. According to Rosenberg, there is no continuous training program in 
place.  Level 2 Trained Operators are familiar with the recovery procedures but they did not 
periodically train in or actively practice the recovery process. 

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION (Source: manufacturer’s reference material) 

The balloon system consists of three major sub-systems:  

1. A Balloon and Net System which provides the necessary lift to support all the equipment and 
passenger weights.  

2. A Gondola System that is the carrying structure for the occupants and equipment.       

3. A Winch System that allows the balloon to be tethered at various positions and winched back 
down at the end of each flight.  

 

1. THE BALLOON AND NET SYSTEM, (FIGURE 2) 

The balloon system is the main lifting mechanism and is composed of all the components which 
allow the regulation and control of the lifting gas. The only lifting gas approved for use by the 
manufacturer is helium. The helium generates lift due to the fact that it is less dense than the air 
that surrounds the balloon. The quantity of lift generated is dependent upon the atmospheric 
conditions and the mass and purity of the helium contained within the balloon. The helium is 
contained within the envelope which is itself contained within the net which allows the generated 
lift to be transferred to the load frame.  
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Figure 2: Balloon and Net System 

The envelope is manufactured from a heat weldable helium gas tight fabric. It is a sphere with a 
diameter of 73 ft (22.28m).  A ballonet is created by the addition of an internal membrane in the 
lower portion of the spherical envelope. The ballonet is created by separating a volume at the 
bottom of the main envelope from the gas cell.  
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The boundary is a lighter weight, non-load carrying helium tight fabric.  The envelope net 
contains all the lift generated in the envelope and transfers the lift to the load ring. It consists of a 
series of interlinked ropes, formed into diamond patterns, which are sized to fit over the 
envelope. The apex of the net is terminated in a metallic ring that is attached to the valve plate 
assembly. The bottom of the net connects onto the load ring via eight bridal rope assemblies. 

2. THE GONDOLA SYSTEM (FIGURE 3) 

The Gondola system consists of the structure itself, the control panel, the load ring and 
associated attachments, the load cell, battery power pack and a generator. These items together 
comprise the means of conveying the passengers, attendant or operator to the target altitude. The 
Gondola consists of an octagonal shaped stainless steel welded framework as shown in Figure 3.  

. Figure 3: Gondola System 

The winch steel wire rope passes through the center space of the gondola. The two gondola 
frames are spaced 31.5" (800 mm) apart, which creates a narrow walkway, sufficiently wide to 
allow passengers to pass each other. The outer faces of the gondola are covered to just below the 
handrail by PVC panels. The inside faces are covered to just below the handrail by double 
skinned and foam filled polyvinyl panels which are securely fastened in position with over 
braided Kevlar cord. The sides above the handrail and the top face of the framework are covered 
by nylon netting with a 4" (100 mm) mesh size. This netting provides containment of the 
passengers while still affording visibility. Two doors are positioned in the outside face of the 
gondola and open inwards 
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3. THE WINCH SYSTEM (FIGURE 4) 

The winch system layout consists of the following sub-components:  

Winch wire rope 

The winch wire rope is a 0.87" (22 mm) diameter die formed 34 x 7 construction steel wire rope 
which is constructed so that when loaded there is a minimum of rotation created within the rope. 
At the upper end of the wire rope, there is a conical epoxy bonded end fitting which incorporates 
a swivel which in turn is attached to the lower side of the load-cell. 

Gimbaled sheave  

The gimbaled sheave is a mechanical device that allows the winch wire rope to move with the 
balloon wherever the prevailing wind takes it but controls the position of the wire rope on the 
winch side so that the wire rope will be stored correctly on the winch drum. 

Fleeting sheave  

The fleeting sheave is situated at the opposite end from the main drum and permits the wire rope 
to move horizontally perpendicular to the axis of the wire rope to allow the wire rope to correctly 
locate on the winch drum. 

Winch drum  

The winch drum is a 59" (1.5m) diameter drum which can hold the whole wire rope in a single 
layer. The barrel of the drum is grooved to accept the wire rope, this ensures that the wire rope is 
located correctly and that the contact stresses between the wire rope and the drum are minimal. 
One of the drum flanges is fitted with a caliper brake (the drum brake), which is applied 
automatically.  

Like a car’s emergency brake, the drum brake is a critical safety feature of the winch system.  
The drum brake is capable of stopping and holding the balloon should all other systems fail. The 
drum brake can also be released manually if the need should arise.  

The winch system is fitted with an over-speed safety device (a speed encoder) that monitors the 
speed of the winch drum.   The encoder is mounted directly to the winch drum shaft and converts 
rotary movement of the shaft into electrical pulses.   Should the speed of the drum exceed the 
preset safe value of 1.9 ft/s (35 m/min), the encoder will detect this inconsistency and initiate a 
fault of the emergency stop (E-stop) circuit.  The E-stop circuit removes power from the main 
drive motor and automatically applies the drum brake.  

Gearbox  

On the end of the winch drum is the gearbox which is a worm/epicyclic unit. This permits the 
transfer of power from the main drive motor into the winch drum, also reducing the motor speed 
from 1750 rpm down to 7.45 rpm, the speed of the winch drum. It can also accept power from 
the auxiliary drive motor which is located opposite the main drive motor. The auxiliary drive 
motor is normally de-clutched so that it is not driven by the main drive motor during normal 
operations. The gearbox is lubricated by a splash oil bath in the lower part of the gearbox casing. 
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Main Drive Motor   

A 37 kW (49.5 hp) electric motor, which is fed from a local 3-phase power supply and is used as 
the main drive motor.  The drive motor control system is capable of full dynamic braking, which 
allows precise control of the wire rope payout speeds. The drive motor is fitted with a spring 
operated fail-safe brake, which in the event of a power failure is engaged to prevent 
freewheeling.  

Auxiliary Drive Motor   

A 4 kW (5.4 hp) motor is located opposite the main drive motor. It may be manually engaged, 
through the epicyclical gearbox, to provide control of the winch drum in the event of a total 
failure of the main drive motor.  In the event of a power failure, a generator is used to power the 
auxiliary drive motor.  It should be noted that the auxiliary drive motor can only be used to 
winch down the balloon. It is not intended to be used for normal flight operations. The power is 
passed through a manual clutch. This allows the auxiliary motor to be isolated from the main 
drive motor when it is not in use. The motor is capable of recovering the balloon at a reduced 
speed of 0.2 ft/sec (3.5m/min). Additionally, a hand crank can be attached to the auxiliary motor 
shaft and used to manually turn the motor.  This manual method can be used as an alternative 
recovery method in cases involving total drive failure of the main and auxiliary motors.  

THE OPERATING CONTROLS 

The control and operation of the “Hi Flyer” can be activated through either the ground operating 
unit or the remote operating unit.   The remote operating unit is located on the gondola and is 
linked to the control panel via an encrypted radio transmission.  A keyed switch located on the 
remote operating unit controls activation of the unit. 

For the first three years of operation, the “Hi Flyer” was controlled via the remote operating unit. 
During the 2004 operating season, the “Hi Flyer” was controlled exclusively via the ground-
operating unit.  This change in operating control was made due to inconsistencies with radio 
transmissions and the need to continuously change out batteries in the remote unit.  Additionally, 
this provided operators enhanced control of the balloon during the landing process. 

The ground-operating unit is located at the edge of the landing platform with a good view of the 
operating and landing area. The control panel is located in the winch machine room and is the 
primary point for the overall system programming. The Program Logic Controller (PLC) is an 
industrial computer used to control the balloon during normal operation. The PLC consists of the 
main microprocessor, input slots which detect signals from relays and other devices, and output 
slots, which sends electrical signals to devices within the system. 
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Figure 4: Winch System 
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OPERATIONS INFORMATION 

AVIATION SAFETY 

FAA LETTER AND JULY 13, 2001 MOU   

The FAA, in a letter to Mr. Raskin dated July 3, 2001 (Appendix B), stated that operating a 
tethered helium filled observation balloon in downtown Baltimore would not be objectionable to 
the FAA, subject to certain conditions. The conditions as described in the July 3, 2001 letter are:  

• Balloon operators notify the Leesburg, Virginia Automated Flight Service Station, and 
request a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) be issued.  

• Notify the Baltimore International Tower of intent to operate.  
• Attach visual obstruction banners during operation.  
• Require a ceiling of 1,000 feet with three miles of visibility to operate.  
• Because the balloon would operate so close to the Baltimore City Police Department 

(BCPD) heliport, simultaneous operation of the balloon and the heliport would be 
imprudent. Operational conflicts between the BCPD heliport and the observation balloon 
were resolved and agreed to in writing.  This resulted in a July 13, 2001 Memorandum of 
Understanding (Appendix C) between the BCPD, Sky High, and the Baltimore 
Children’s Museum, Inc. 

According to Rosenberg, at the beginning of each operating season, most recently May, 2004, a 
call would be placed to the Leesburg, Virginia Automated Flight Service Station with a request 
that a “standing NOTAM” be issued for the operation of the balloon from May through the end 
of the year.  Additionally, each day a call would be placed to the Potomac Approach (FAA 540-
349-7541) to confirm the “Hi Flyer’s” intent to fly. 

INSPECTIONS: MARYLAND AMUSEMENT RIDE SAFETY LAW  

The “Hi Flyer” system is inspected annually by DLLR Inspectors for compliance with the 
Maryland Amusement Ride Safety Law and regulations.  DLLR Inspections are performed at the 
beginning of each season and in conjunction with the Annual Airworthiness Inspection.  The 
Annual Airworthiness Inspection and DLLR Inspection were last performed on May 19, 2004. 
DLLR Inspectors focus the compliance inspection on the manufacturer’s operating limitations, 
equipment, and operating specifications.  

The “Hi Flyer” system must also undergo an Annual Airworthiness Inspection performed by an 
approved Lindstrand Inspector and witnessed by DLLR Inspectors. This inspection process 
validates all vital components of the balloon system, test emergency recovery components, and 
processes. Flight tests are also performed.  Since the start of flight operations, the system has 
satisfactorily completed four Annual Airworthiness Inspections.   

Preflight inspections are performed on the balloon system daily and recorded on the Technical 
Log Sheet.  Normal inspection procedures require a visual inspection of the following 
components: the envelope, rigging, gondola, winch and steel wire rope, control panel, and the 
mooring equipment.  In addition to the visual inspection of the structural components, a test 
flight is completed.  During the test flight, operational limitations for the prevailing weather 
conditions are established.  Elevated free lift obtained during the test flight and wind speed are 
required to calculate the allowable passenger payload. Throughout each flight, the anemometer is 
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observed.  If the wind speed increases then the maximum passenger payload figure must be 
reduced to remain within the prescribed limitations.  

WEATHER 

Before each day's operations, a meteorological forecast is obtained with particular reference to 
wind speeds and directions, expected precipitation, and any thunderstorm activity.  This 
information is recorded on the Technical Log Sheet.  Operators and attendants must pay close 
attention to meteorological conditions with balloon operations.  According to Lindstrand, if 
winds exceed 27.6 mph (24 knots), then balloon operations must cease.  According to 
Rosenberg, during the first three years of operation, balloon operators would utilize the services 
of the FAA’s preflight weather forecasting service based in Williamsport, Pennsylvania. (1-800-
992-7433).  The FAA’s preflight weather service provided several types of forecasts, two of 
which are the Aviation Terminal Forecast (TAF) and a Meteorological Surface Report 
(METAR).  

TAF is a forecast for a specific airport location and covers a five-mile radius from the center of 
the runway complex.  The forecast contains information on expected ceilings, cloud coverage 
and height, visibility, weather, obstructions to vision and surface winds.  METAR is an hourly 
weather report which is specific aviation weather observations taken at designated reporting sites 
located at airports.  Observations are usually made 50 minutes past each hour and are generally 
available within 20 minutes.  Special observations are taken whenever changing weather 
conditions warrant.    

Each morning before “Hi Flyer” operations began and as part of the preflight inspection 
procedure, the FAA’s preflight weather forecast service was contacted.  Information provided 
from the weather service, along with other pertinent data gathered during the test flight provided 
the Operator with the information needed to determine the operational limitations for flights that 
day. 

According to Rosenberg, at the start of the 2004 season Balloon Over Baltimore, Inc.’s Board of 
Directors required that a weather monitoring system be installed that would provide the operator 
with the latest weather information.  Using a lap top computer, and employing an online weather 
service, operators would then be able to continuously view local weather conditions and Doppler 
radar images.  After the laptop computer system was up and running, balloon operators rarely 
used the FAA’s preflight weather forecasting service. 

NORMAL OPERATION 

After the daily preflight inspection process is complete, the information is recorded on the 
Technical Log Sheet.  Once the daily operational limitations are established and fall within the 
parameters as prescribed by Lindstrand, passengers may embark.  

During the ascent, the first 9.8 ft (3 meters) is at a reduced speed. Once past that point, ascent 
speed accelerates to full speed.  Just prior to arriving at the pre-set height, ascent is again slowed 
until the final height is reached.  During descent, the winch will accelerate to 50% of maximum 
speed for 5 seconds then increase to full speed.  The balloon will continue until the platform 
comes within 9.8 ft (3meters) of the ground, and then decelerate.  The platform will stop 
automatically within 3.3 ft (1 m) of the ground.  Then, operation reverts to manual control to 
safely bring the platform to the ground. 
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RECOVERY 

In the event of a winch failure, Lindstrand lists several recovery methods that can be used to 
retrieve the balloon. The appropriate method depends upon which winch system components are 
affected by the fault.   

The following is a brief description of the various recovery methods:  
(Source: manufacturer’s reference material) 
 

Recovering the Balloon using the Emergency Recovery Mode 

In the event that a part of the system should fail that does not affect the main drive system or 
brakes, the balloon can be recovered using the main drive at a reduced speed. This mode of 
operation will override parts of the E-Stop circuit and must only be conducted by a Trained 
Level 2 Operator. 

Recovering the Balloon using the Auxiliary Motor & Main Power 

This method of recovery is used in the event the main control or drive systems fail. This will 
be the most likely method of recovery required due to a fault on the winch system. This mode 
of operation will override parts of the E-Stop circuit and must only be conducted by a 
Trained Level 2 Operator. 

Recovering the Balloon using the Auxiliary Motor & Generator 

This will be the most likely method of recovery during a main power failure. At all times 
throughout any of the emergency recovery operations, the operator should act as the final 
failsafe by monitoring all winch operations. Upon starting the recovery, the operator should 
check that the main drum is rotating in the correct direction (i.e. pulling the balloon down) 
and monitor the system for abnormal noises or operation. This mode of operation will 
override parts of the E- Stop circuit and must only be conducted by a Trained Level 2 
Operator. 

Recovering the Balloon using the Manual Hand Crank 

This will be the most likely method of recovery when there is a failure in the main and 
auxiliary drive motors or when there is a main and emergency generated power failure.  
Recovering the balloon using this method will take a considerable amount time because of 
the gearing ratio. 

Recovering the Balloon when experiencing total Winch Drum Failure 

There are two recovery methods available if the winch drive has been jammed, or is 
inoperable, and no other means is available to retrieve the balloon.  They are outlined as 
emergency descent methods in the “Hi Flyer” operations manual.  The first method involves 
allowing the helium gas to escape by manually opening the helium valve.  Venting off the 
helium gas will cause the balloon to descend. This process may also increase the potential for 
wind drag and should only be considered in calm winds.  

A second method requires the use of two large tow vehicles, and twin snatch blocks, to pull 
the balloon down using the tethered wire rope of the balloon. This method can be used with 
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heavy winds by adjusting the towing power of the vehicles being used. The procedure calls 
for the use of  two manufacturer’s approved, snatch blocks to be attached to the steel wire 
rope at the location where the steel wire rope exits the winch controller. Using the snatch 
blocks prevents the steel wire rope from being damaged. Each snatch block is connected to a 
large tow vehicle, one vehicle remains stationary, and the other vehicle is used to pull the 
balloon down.   

 

With the exception of venting the helium gas and pulling the balloon down using tow 
vehicles and twin snatch blocks, the recovery procedures are tested each year. During the 
Annual Airworthiness Inspection conducted by Lindstrand, simulated failures are initiated 
and the equipment is tested to validate effectiveness and operation. The manufacturer 
specifically indicates that only personnel trained and qualified by the manufacturer should 
attempt recovery procedures and emergency descents. 
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INVESTIGATION INFORMATION 

DAILY INSPECTION JULY 17, 2004 

At 11:00 AM, after performing the daily preflight inspection and test flight, Matt Lidinsky 
recorded the results on the Technical Log Sheet.  The log does not indicate that any defects were 
found during the inspection and test flight. The Technical Log Sheet does indicate that current 
weather conditions were obtained using an Internet based weather service accessed through a lap 
top computer maintained on site.   

The “Hi Flyer” started operations at 11:30 AM on Saturday, July 17, 2004. 

INCIDENT 

On July 17, 2004, the “Hi Flyer” balloon was being prepared for a routine flight which would be 
the 14th ascension of the day.  General Manager, Mark Rosenberg, arrived at 3:30 PM relieving 
Lidinsky of his duties as the morning shift supervising balloon operator.  According to 
Rosenberg, when he arrived at work, he checked with the ground crew as to current wind 
conditions and conditions on previous flights.  Rosenberg stated to DLLR that he used a laptop 
computer connected to the Internet, accessing an on-line weather service known as “Weather 
Underground”, to obtain Doppler radar images and other weather information for the Baltimore 
area.  Rosenberg also indicated that his discussion with other employees and his observations of 
the existing conditions, along with the weather service information, gave him no reason not to 
proceed as normal.  No problems being noted, he proceeded with flight departure.  

Sixteen passengers and one attendant, Christopher Gorman, boarded the gondola and prepared 
for the flight. Rosenberg was the operator in control of the ride and was operating the balloon 
from the ground-operating unit. After the incident, some of the passengers commented that as the 
flight started it was a hot breezy summer day. Rosenberg said that the winds were between 10 
and 15 knots at the time the ride started.  As the balloon ascended to a height which was above 
the surrounding buildings, passengers reported seeing dark storm clouds over the Key Bridge and 
the winds began to pick up very quickly.   

According to Gorman, the attendant on the balloon, prior to the start of the ride, winds were 
relatively calm, blowing from the South at 11 to 15 knots. This had been the beginning of 
Gorman’s fifth flight for the day and as the balloon ascended the wind speed continued to climb. 
Gorman was able to view on the gondola’s control panel the rising wind speed and began 
relaying this information over the radio to Ben Schmitz, the ground attendant. In his statement to 
investigators, Gorman recounted that he observed the wind speed go from 15 knots, to 20, then 
22, to 26, and then 35 knots in a matter of seconds. Gorman also reported that a wind gust forced 
the balloon downward from 200 ft in the air, to within 70 to 80 ft of the road surface of President 
Street. He also instructed the passengers to sit on the floor and hold on.  

The additional tension on the steel wire rope tether, created by the wind burst, caused an over-
speed safety device to activate.  When, by design, the over-speed sensor identified a fault, it 
signaled the operating system to shut the winch system down and automatically applied the drum 
brake.  The balloon continued to be subjected to extreme wind gusts forcing it into the Police 
Headquarters Building.  The balloon wire rope scraped the side of the building and the gondola 
struck the roof top air handling unit, damaging the building.   
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INJURIES 
At the time of the incident, there were 17 people onboard the “Hi Flyer”, 16 passengers and one 
attendant.  Of the 16 passengers, six were adult male, four were adult female and six were 
children, three male and three female. Although no serious injuries were reported among the 
children, DLLR has future concerns regarding adults holding infants and young children in their 
arms, if the balloon were subjected to sudden wind bursts. If an adult was not able to maintain 
their stability and was tossed around, an infant or toddler could potentially be crushed between 
the adult holding them, and the gondola structure. The initial police report indicated that four 
passengers were taken to area hospitals.  Two passengers complained of injury to their wrist. 
One passenger complained of injury to their left knee, and one complained of scrapes and 
bruising. 

WEATHER 

On July 17, 2004 at 11:00 AM, current weather and wind conditions were obtained using the lap 
top computer and the online weather service. This was documented on the “Hi Flyer” Technical 
Log Sheet.  “Current” was described on the Technical Log Sheet, indicating current weather 
conditions and not a forecast.  If operators checked weather conditions subsequent to the 11:00 
AM initial check, it was not recorded.  There were no indications on the Technical Log Sheet 
that the FAA’s preflight weather forecasting service was used.   

The balloon operated from 11:30 AM until approximately 3:30 PM without incident. Rosenberg 
indicated in his statement that at approximately 3:30 PM, he checked the weather using the 
laptop computer and the online weather service weather underground.  He then proceeded to 
direct passengers for the next lift.  The passengers boarded and the balloon started to ascend.  
Beginning at approximately 3:40 PM the balloon was subjected to wind gusts including two, that 
were extreme.  The first gust forced the balloon downward to within 70 to 80 feet of the road 
surface of President Street (See figure 5-A).  The second gust caused the balloon to be taken out 
of its normal (northeast) trajectory, and the passenger platform was pushed to an acute angle 
(north, see figure 5-B) causing it to strike an adjacent building (See figure 5-C).  

 

 
Figure 5 
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In interviews, employees Gorman and Rosenberg stated that the winds at the time of ascension 
were between 10 and 15 knots.  They saw the storm to the south of the city but conditions on site 
were relatively calm.  Rosenberg stated that the radar showed storms south of the city, down 
towards Washington D.C. In a written statement from one of the passengers on the balloon at the 
time of the incident, he recalls, “It was a hot summer day with occasional winds.  As soon as we 
got above the buildings we saw a big dark storm near the Key Bridge.  We started getting hit by 
severe wind gusts within minutes”.   

Radar images obtained by DLLR on September 13, 2004 from the National Weather Service 
clearly indicate severe weather conditions over south Baltimore on July 17, 2004 at 3:33 PM, the 
approximate start time of the ascension.  (see below) 
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The radar image below indicates the severe weather conditions over Baltimore at 3:48 PM on 
July 17, 2004, the approximate time of the incident.   

 

 
 

In addition to these radar images, at 3:45 PM on July 17, 2004, the National Weather Service 
posted a Special Weather Statement for the Baltimore area indicating that thunderstorms were 
entering the southern portions of Baltimore, and that heavy rain, frequent lightning, and wind 
gusts to 25 mph should be expected.   

According to forecasters at the FAA’s preflight weather service, high winds and lightning from 
storms located 25 miles away can affect local weather conditions.   

WITNESS STATEMENTS 

On September 13, 2004, DLLR mailed letters along with witness statement forms to all adult 
passengers and minors who were onboard the “Hi Flyer” at the time of the incident. The letter 
requested that passengers assist DLLR in the investigation by describing what they witnessed.  
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Two passengers returned witness statement forms describing their version of the incident. Two 
attorneys responded on behalf of their clients who were passengers, but failed to submit any 
signed statements.  

Of the two statements that were returned, both passengers noted that a storm was over the harbor, 
or over the Key Bridge and that the winds increased very quickly as they ascended above the 
buildings.  Both passengers noted that at the beginning of the ride, it was a hot day with 
occasional winds.  One passenger described the afternoon as breezy.  

One passenger stated “The staff had no idea what to do” and that “there was no training or safety 
plan”.  The other passenger stated “No one explained any safety rules or no one seemed 
concerned about safety”.   

EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND RECOVERY 

The Baltimore City Fire Department Emergency Communications Call Center received a 911 
call at 3:53 PM, alerting BCFD of the situation, and emergency rescue personnel were 
dispatched to the scene. 

On August 2, 2004 and October 25, 2004, DLLR sent letters to the BCFD requesting copies of 
reports regarding the incident and their rescue response. In addition, numerous phone calls were 
made during the month of November in an effort to ascertain the status of the request.  On 
December 2, 2004, BCFD provided the reports they prepared following the July 17th incident.  
Copies of the reports from BCFD are included in Appendix D. Based upon eyewitness accounts 
and interviews, DLLR has learned the following. 

Upon arriving at the scene, BCFD worked with the operator, Rosenberg, to learn why the system 
would not operate to bring the balloon down. Rosenberg explained that when the alarm sounded 
and the winch system shutdown, he entered the machine room and the Program Logic Controller 
(PLC) reported “Winch Over-speed”.  He made them aware that the balloon manufacturer had 
developed an emergency recovery system and the PLC report for “Winch Over-speed” called for 
the application of the following procedure: 

1. Check that no personnel are in or around moving parts of the winch. 

2. Turn the operation mode key-switch to emergency. 

3. Reset the control by pressing the reset button. 

4. Allow the drive approximately 20 seconds to come “on-line”. 

5. Turn the emergency recovery key-switch clockwise to the emergency position.  The 
brakes will release and the balloon will begin to descend. Note: The key is non-latching 
and must be held in the emergency position for the duration of the ride. 

6. When the disc is approximately 500 mm away from the photo eyes release the key-
switch and the brakes will re-apply and the balloon will stop. 

7. E-Stop the system by pressing an E-Stop button. 

8. Turn the operation mode key-switch to normal. 

Using these emergency recovery procedures and following the required sequencing steps, 
Rosenberg twice attempted to recover the balloon. Rosenberg noticed that when the emergency 
recovery mode was initiated, the main drum brake failed to release. Applying a secondary 
recovery method provided for by the manufacturer, he then connected the auxiliary motor and 
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twice attempted to recover the balloon using the auxiliary motor and main power.  This 
procedure required the application and sequencing of an additional ten steps. Again, Rosenberg 
was unable to get the main drum brake to release.   

According to witnesses, while Rosenberg was working in the machine room trying to recover the 
balloon utilizing the manufacturer’s recovery methods, the BCFD cut out a section of the steel 
fence surrounding the balloon system to allow access for their emergency vehicles.  BCFD then 
attempted to recover the balloon by attaching a shackle to the balloon’s steel wire rope between 
the gimbaled sheave and the idler plate in the wire rope trough. The shackle was then attached in 
some fashion to a fire department vehicle in an attempt to pull the balloon down. According to 
Attendant Ben Schmit, as the BCFD pulled on the tethered steel wire rope holding the balloon, 
pieces of concrete began to fly as the increased tension was placed on the supporting 
components.  BCFD then stopped pulling on the steel wire rope holding the balloon.   

Rosenberg was asked if he had ever worked in conjunction with the BCFD to provide them with 
basic knowledge and understanding of the “Hi Flyer” system and emergency recovery 
procedures.  He said that representatives of the BCFD stopped by during the first year of 
operation and talked to him about the system but no other action took place prior to the July 17, 
2004 incident. 

Inside the machine room, Rosenberg continued.  With the auxiliary motor still connected, he 
switched from normal building power to emergency generator power and attempted recovery 
once again. The winch system responded and the main drum brake released.  Recovery using the 
auxiliary motor was slow, bringing the balloon down at a speed of 0.2 ft/sec.  

Recovery of the balloon took approximately 90 minutes after the initial alarm and shutdown. 

As a note of interest, when the “Hi Flyer” controller is in the recovery mode there is a seven 
second delay between the time a command is initiated and the time it takes for that command to 
be processed by the computer system. 

On July 20, 2004, DLLR Inspectors tested the main drum brake manual release system and 
found it to be fully functional.  Subsequently, Rosenberg was asked to demonstrate the operation 
of the main drum brake manual release system.  Inspectors found that when he demonstrated the 
manual brake release system, he failed to change the position of a valve which would direct 
hydraulic fluid from the manual pump to the brake cylinder.  Additionally, if the hydraulic fluid 
pressure is released from the hydraulic hose, which connects the hand pump to the brake 
cylinder, it will take a minute or two of constant pumping to pressurize the line and cylinder 
before the brakes will release. 
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BALLOON SYSTEM EQUIPMENT DAMAGE 

The steel wire rope directly below the gondola and a portion of the gondola structure were 
damaged when the edge of the police building was struck. A lower section of steel wire rope, 
gimbaled sheave and associated mounting components, gimbaled sheave pit enclosure, and 
exterior fencing were damaged during the rescue operations. The recovery steps initiated by the 
operator did not contribute to the damage of the equipment. All of the damaged components will 
require repair or replacement to return the equipment to its manufactured condition, intended 
functionality, and safety rating.  A visual inspection of the balloon, gondola and associated 
rigging by Per Lindstrand on November 1, 2004, revealed that the damage was minor. However, 
a more thorough inspection and testing will be required by a certified Lindstrand Inspector to 
determine the complete extent of damage and necessary repair of the “Hi Flyer” system.   

 

 
PHOTO: Damage to the steel wire rope. 
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PHOTO: Damage to the gimbaled sheave pit and rope guide. 
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PHOTO: Damage to inner ring, support member and rope guide. 
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INCIDENT ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

WEATHER 

• On the map below, the balloon indicates the approximate location of the “Hi Flyer” with 
respect to the downtown Baltimore area. The weather conditions displayed on the 
National Weather Service radar images obtained by DLLR on September 13, 2004 
indicate the close proximity of the storm to the “Hi Flyer” on July 17, 2004 at 3:48 PM. 

 

BALLOON 

 

• “Hi Flyer” operators stated that they relied on an online weather service and known site 
conditions.  There is no documentation indicating how often operators referred to this 
online weather service other than the original notation recorded on the Technical Log 
Sheet at 11:00 AM. 
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TRAINING AND EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 

 
• Education in meteorology is lacking for all employees, and more specifically the 

operators.  It is critical that balloon operators are properly instructed and capable of 
interpreting the influence of changing weather conditions on flights.  Attendants should 
be capable of identifying key meteorological indicators for storms and follow a standard 
procedure to report them to the operator. 

• Testing of the recovery components were performed only once each year during the 
preseason Annual Airworthiness Inspection and were performed exclusively by the 
Lindstrand Approved Inspector.  

• Balloon Over Baltimore, Inc. did not have an active reoccurring operator training 
program focusing specifically on recovery plans and procedures.   

• Recovery systems were not tested by the balloon operators and prescribed testing 
intervals were not established to validate their effectiveness and operation. 

• Balloon Over Baltimore, Inc. did not take the initiative to develop a working relationship 
with the BCFD Emergency Rescue Team in preplanning and exercises involving 
emergency recovery in the event of an incident. 

 

FREELIFT 

• Passenger payload is dependant upon free-lift and wind speed.  The greater the free-lift, 
the more stable the balloon becomes in windy conditions.  Therefore, as winds increase 
the passenger payload must decrease to maintain the allowable free-lift. If the elevated 
free-lift remained unchanged from the 11:00 AM reading of 2.89 tons and the wind speed 
at time of liftoff was between 10 and 15 knots, the passenger payload would be limited to 
16 passengers.  Considering this information, the maximum acceptable passenger limit 
was not exceeded. 

• The aerodynamic (wind) drag on the balloon increases as the wind speed squared.  For 
example, the drag at a wind speed of 2 m/s = 4, the drag at 6 m/s = 36.  The effect of 
wind on the balloon creates a force on the envelope indenting it out of shape and 
increasing the drag force even more.  To resist this deformation, it may be necessary to 
maintain super-pressure in the envelope.  This can be accomplished by switching the 
ballonet fan to the manual mode and increasing the pressure in the ballonet from the 
normal operating pressure range of between 6 and 8 mm water gauge (WG) to the 
maximum pressure 14 mm WG when the pressure relief valve opens.  From information 
provided, nothing indicates that this procedure was attempted or was required to be 
performed.  
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DRUM BRAKE 

The main drum brake pictured below was tested on August 24, 2004 by DLLR Inspectors and 
was found to be in proper working order.  The brake functioned properly when operated through 
the normal operating mode, it also functioned properly utilizing the manual system.  According 
to Lindstrand, when the system is in the recovery mode, there is a seven second time delay 
between initiating an operating command and activation of that command.   
 

 
PHOTO: Drum Brake Assembly 
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SITE CONDITIONS 

The extreme wind bursts experienced on July 17, 2004 caused the balloon to exceed it’s 
anticipated cone of operation and in doing so to strike the adjacent police building.  According to 
Lindstrand, the anticipated cone of operation is when the balloon is at a height of 400 ft 
(121.92m) with winds of 28.77 mph (25 knots). This will result in a balloon angle of 23.8 
degrees from vertical. Lindstrand also refers to an area that is defined as the Maximum 
Theoretical Displacement of the Balloon in Stormy Winds. This area is developed when the 
balloon is 246 ft (75m) horizontal from the winch center point at a height of 394 ft (120m) 
vertical, this results in a balloon angle of 32 degrees from vertical.  Anticipating balloon 
operations up to 32 degrees, during site planning operations, Lindstrand required an area with a 
70 degree obstruction free cone of airspace to accommodate the flight envelope of the balloon. 
Operationally, the balloon was permitted to fly in winds up to 25 knots, creating a cone of 
normal operation. By extending the cone of clearance beyond 23.8 degrees from center, the 
installation provided an additional safety factor. The site where the balloon operated adjacent to 
Baltimore Children’s Museum, Inc., provided sufficient space exceeding the manufacturer’s 
recommendation stated above and as exhibited below. (Figure 6) 
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Police  
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Figure 6 
 

Anticipated Cone of Operation with Winds of 25 knots or less = 23.8 degrees 
Maximum Theoretical Displacement of Balloon with Winds up to 35 knots = 32 degrees 

Site Requirements for Balloon installation = 35 degrees 
Approximate Angle of Balloon Displacement on July 17, 2004 = 62 degrees 

   

 

The corner of the building that was struck by the balloon is located 169 ft (51.5m) horizontal 
from the center point of the steel wire rope tether.  The roof of the building is at a height of 90 ft 
(27.5m) vertical. This places the building sufficiently outside of the operating cone and the 
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Maximum Theoretical Displacement of the Balloon in Stormy Winds. The Balloon was pushed 
to angle of approximately 62 degrees when the extreme wind bursts forced it into the police 
building. 

CONCLUSION 

WEATHER 

The balloon operators used the FAA preflight weather forecasting resources prior to this season 
and Internet based weather services during the 2004 operating season.  Both methods include a 
forecasting report and provide data about meteorological conditions. The Internet based systems 
provide Doppler radar images and storm reports. Rosenberg indicated in his statement that at 
approximately 3:30 PM, he looked at the radar images and weather using the laptop computer 
connected to the online weather service Weather Underground. He then discussed the weather 
observations with the operator he was relieving, Lidinsky. Rosenberg then proceeded to direct 
passengers for the next ride. The Doppler radar images from the National Weather Service, for 
the same time period, show storms in the area. The radar images for the National Weather 
Service and Weather Underground come from the same source, so the images should have been 
consistent with one another.  The Weather Underground maintains a satellite dish which 
continuously ingests the NEXRAD radar data directly from the National Weather Service 
Doppler radars and is updated every 6 to 10 minutes.  The images generated for Baltimore came 
from the National Weather Service Doppler radar site in Sterling, Virginia. The Technical Log 
Sheet reflected the current weather conditions as of 11:00 AM only and not an outlook or long 
range forecast.  Furthermore, this information was obtained and recorded 4 ¾ hours before the 
incident. No other documentation exists indicating that weather conditions were checked 
throughout the day.  Although employees indicated that they had looked at the laptop at other 
times, there was no consistent or standardized monitoring and documentation of those radar 
images or weather observations. 
 
As indicated previously, the radar images obtained by DLLR on September 13, 2004 from the 
National Weather Service clearly identify storm conditions that were in the area at the time of the 
incident. This investigation has concluded that the operator had access to the aforementioned 
information and should have considered the potential influence of the storms and the probability 
for high winds before proceeding with the 3:33 PM ride.  

TRAINING AND EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 

DLLR Inspectors made specific requests of “Hi Flyer” operators for training documentation. The 
only documents received indicate that only Rosenberg and Lidinsky received the training to be 
Level 2 Trained Operators.  The training certificates are dated 2001.  There were no documents 
indicating that the other three employees, Schmitz, Gorman or Yeazel had received any training.  

Employees have had minimal meteorological training regarding weather conditions and 
observations.  Balloon Over Baltimore, Inc., changed the method used to obtain meteorological 
information during the 2004 operating season.  No additional training was provided to aid in 
analysis of information obtained by the new method or how to integrate observations into the 
flight decision making process.  
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Both Level 2 trained operators stated that the emergency recovery procedures were only 
“reviewed” annually by them. They did not engage in testing the procedures or testing their 
knowledge concerning implementing the procedures for emergency situations. It was a 
Lindstrand representative who tested the recovery components and process during the Annual 
Airworthiness Inspection.  The operators stated that they did not participate in training exercises 
of the emergency recovery process other than the original certification three years ago (2001).  

An active training program should be established that focuses on emergency recovery plans and 
procedures. The program should be exercised including prescribed intervals for testing.  Balloon 
Over Baltimore, Inc., and the BCFD should establish a relationship and work together to develop 
an Emergency Response and Recovery Plan.  

EQUIPMENT 

DLLR Inspectors found no evidence to indicate that any component of the Balloon System 
equipment malfunctioned.   

 

RECERTIFICATION 

REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE BALLOON OPERATIONS 
In addition to the existing regulatory and manufacturer requirements, the following are the 
minimum requirements to obtain a DLLR “CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION” for future 
operations. Other safety protocols may be necessitated as development of balloon operations and 
rescue procedures are implemented.   
 
TRAINING 

• Owner/Operator must provide additional documented meteorological training for Level 2 
trained Operators and attendants. 

• Owner/Operator must develop, implement, and document a continuous training program 
detailing operating procedures, employee position description, and responsibilities. 

• Owner/Operator must develop, implement, and document a continuous training program 
focusing on emergency recovery process and procedures.     

• Owner/Operator must develop an emergency action plan consistent with the anticipated 
emergencies that may arise from operations.   Owner/Operator must coordinate, practice, 
and implement the plan with the BCFD.   

OPERATIONS 

• Owner/Operator must prohibit passengers on the ride who are required to be held in the 
arms of another passenger during the duration of the ride. (Example: infants and toddlers) 

• Owner/Operator must have at least two Level 2 Trained Operators on site during flight 
operations. 
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• Owner/Operator must ensure that the weather forecast (FAA Preflight Service) is 
evaluated and recorded each morning and local conditions (laptop and METAR) are 
evaluated and recorded before each flight. 

• Owner/Operator must ensure passenger payload is evaluated, calculated and recorded on 
the Technical Log Sheet before each flight. 

• Owner/Operator must develop specific (go, no-go) parameters dictating acceptable 
weather conditions. (i.e. balloon cannot operate if a weather system of X value, is within 
Y miles of the balloon.) 

• Owner/Operator must implement and document operational safety briefings.  Safety 
briefings ensure employees communicate critical information pertaining to safe 
operations prior to and throughout their shift or as conditions change.  Briefings provide 
each employee with a clear understanding of the task to be performed, individual 
responsibility, and situational awareness concerns.  

REPAIRS 

• Owner/Operator must repair or replace damaged equipment to the manufacturer’s 
specifications. 

• Owner/Operator must ensure that any component that was subjected to an additional 
load/shock during the incident, and was not replaced, undergoes appropriate non-
destructive testing to determine structural integrity.  

• Owner/Operator shall ensure that the “Hi Flyer” system undergoes an Annual 
Airworthiness Inspection conducted by Lindstrand Approved Inspectors. 
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